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INTRODUCTION

Protein–protein interactions (PPI) are crucial for almost all biological

processes. Proteins act coherently in the cells and function in several proc-

esses by interacting with other molecules using the binding regions on their

surfaces. The binding free energy distribution is not uniform in protein inter-

faces; instead, some residues contribute more to the binding, called hotspot.

A hotspot can be identified experimentally by evaluating the free energy

change upon mutating it to alanine.1–3 Experimental information is avail-

able only for a limited number of complexes, which are deposited in data-

bases, such as Alanine Scanning Energetics Database (ASEdb)4 and Binding

Interface Database (BID).5 Hence, a need for computational methods arises.

Several studies identify computational hotspots using energy-based mod-

els,6,7 learning-based models,8–12 and molecular dynamics-based meth-

ods.13–15 Graph/network-based algorithms are also frequently used to ana-

lyze protein–protein interfaces, such as identification, organization, and

packing of hotspots. Brinda et al.16 used graph representation of homodi-

meric protein complexes and applied spectral analysis to the residue net-

works to predict hot residues. del Sol and O’Meara17 used the small-world

network approach to predict hot residues in protein–protein interfaces. In

their work, highly central residues are considered and they stated that 77% of

the predicted residues, conserved and buried ones, are either experimental

hotspot or in direct contact with an experimental hotspot. Haliloglu et al.18

applied Gaussian Network Model on several antigen–antibody and enzyme–

inhibitor complexes to predict anchoring residues.

Hotspots are clustered into tightly packed regions, called hot regions. Con-

tribution of distinct hot regions to stability is additive, whereas contribution

is cooperative within clusters.19,20 Schreiber and co-workers20 showed this

statement on the TEM1-b-lactamase and its inhibitor protein (BLIP) com-

plex. On the other hand, Moza et al.21 stated the necessity of long distance

interactions for PPI and showed the cooperativity between distinct hot

regions, which are 20 Å far-away from each other in T cell receptor-a bacte-

rial superantigen complex. Analysis of the hot regions carries importance,

especially in drug design. If distinct hot regions are energetically cooperative,

a therapeutic agent designed for one region might be affected by the other
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ABSTRACT

We propose a novel approach to analyze

and visualize residue contact networks of

protein interfaces by graph-based algo-

rithms using a minimum cut tree (mincut

tree). Edges in the network are weighted

according to an energy function derived

from knowledge-based potentials. The

mincut tree, which is constructed from

the weighted residue network, simplifies

and summarizes the complex structure of

the contact network by an efficient and

informative representation. This represen-

tation offers a comprehensible view of

critical residues and facilitates the inspec-

tion of their organization. We observed,

on a nonredundant data set of 38 protein

complexes with experimental hotspots

that the highest degree node in the min-

cut tree usually corresponds to an experi-

mental hotspot. Further, hotspots are

found in a few paths in the mincut tree.

In addition, we examine the organization

of hotspots (hot regions) using an itera-

tive clustering algorithm on two different

case studies. We find that distinct hot

regions are located on specific sites of the

mincut tree and some critical residues

hold these clusters together. Clustering of

the interface residues provides informa-

tion about the relation of hot regions

with each other. Our new approach is use-

ful at the molecular level for both identifi-

cation of critical paths in the protein

interfaces and extraction of hot regions by

clustering of the interface residues.
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hot regions. On the other hand, this does not hold for in-

dependent hot regions.

Typical residue contact networks have a complex struc-

ture consisting of many residues (nodes) and interactions

(edges). Hence, it is difficult to identify, which of these

residues and interactions are critical in terms of stability

and function of protein complexes. We propose a novel

approach to generate a simple, yet informative represen-

tation of residue contact networks of protein interfaces.

We assign knowledge-based potentials as edge weights of

the network. Our approach constructs a minimum cut

tree (mincut tree) from the weighted residue contact net-

work. We propose algorithms to extract hotspots and

their organization from the mincut tree. Based on the

minimum-cut/maximum-flow theorem, the residues

identified by our approach have maximal energetic flow.

Mutating such residues would change the energy flow

significantly. In this method, the residue contributing to

several mincuts is the most important one in terms of

energy. Computational tests on a nonredundant dataset

of protein complexes, having experimental mutation

data, indicate that the most connected residue in the

mincut tree generally corresponds to an experimental

hotspot and other critical residues are observed to form

a subtree. This method does not focus only on hotspot

prediction and it cannot identify all hotspots, rather it is

used for the analysis of the organization of interface resi-

dues and the connection between residues. Further, we

show how to use mincut trees to cluster residues corre-

sponding to hot regions in protein interfaces.

METHODS

Dataset of experimental hotspots

Experimentally, a hotspot can be identified by evaluating

the change in binding free energy upon mutating it to an

alanine residue.2 ASEdb is an information source for the

hotspots obtained via alanine scanning mutagenesis

experiments.4 Another database, namely the BID, contains

experimentally verified hotspots in interfaces collected

from the literature.5 In this work, we use the protein com-

plexes deposited in these two databases. For the complexes

in ASEdb, the residues whose change in binding free

energy is at least 2.0 kcal/mol are considered as hotspots.

For the complexes in BID, the residues whose interaction

is ‘‘strong’’ are considered as hotspots. Thus, totally a non-

redundant set of 38 protein complexes are examined.

Construction of weighted residue contact
graph and mincut tree of a protein complex

An undirected weighted residue contact graph G(N,E)

consists of a node set N and an edge set E, with positive

weights we, for all e [ E. In this graph, nodes represent

interface residues and edges between them represent the

contacts between pairs of residues. Two residues, one

from each chain, are in contact if the distance between

any two atoms belonging to two residues is smaller than

the sum of their van der Waals radii plus a 0.5 Å toler-

ance. Also, two residues, within one chain, are in contact

if the distance between the Ca atoms of these residues is

smaller than 6 Å.

The weights of the edges in the graph are obtained

from knowledge-based solvent-mediated potentials

derived by Keskin et al. in 1998,22 which are in good

agreement with the residue frequencies obtained in a

recent work.23 The knowledge-based potentials have

been shown to be useful in many threading, folding, and

binding problems.24–26 These potentials represent the

interaction parameters between two residues in native

proteins. A practical way to obtain these potentials is to

extract them from frequencies of contacts between differ-

ent residues in proteins with known three-dimensional

(3D) structures.27 We provide 210 distinct potentials (all

possible pairs of 20 different aminoacids) in RT unit (R

universal gas constant, T is temperature) for contacting

residue pairs in the Supporting Information. All of the

entries in this matrix are negative valued. In the residue

contact network, the absolute value of the corresponding

entry in the pair potential matrix is used as the edge

weight (we).

A cut in a connected graph is defined by a partition of

the node set into two sets, and consists of all edges that

have one endpoint in each partition. Clearly, the removal

of the cut disconnects the graph. The weight of a cut is

the sum of the weights of the edges crossing the cut. For

s,t [ N, an s-t cut is defined as a cut, which puts s and t

into different node sets of the partition. A minimum

weight s-t cut (min s-t cut) is a subset of edges with

minimum total weight that separates the network into at

least two disconnected sets of nodes. The problem of

finding a min s-t cut can be efficiently solved using a

maximum flow algorithm.28 In the residue contact

graph, the minimum weight cut between two residues

illustrates the minimum total contact potential to sepa-

rate these two residues into two disconnected subgraphs.

Furthermore, min s-t cuts for all pairs of nodes can be

represented by a mincut tree in a compact way so that

both the weight of a min s-t cut in the graph and the

corresponding partition is the same in the tree. Gomory

and Hu showed that a mincut tree can be computed

using only n 2 1 min s-t cut computations (that finds

the maximum flow from s to t), where n is the number

of nodes.29 To construct a mincut tree, G should be a

connected network. If this is not the case, we take the

largest connected component in G and perform our cal-

culations on this graph. The algorithm to construct a

mincut tree can be found in,29 and alternatively in.30,31

Here, we only demonstrate it with a simple example

shown in Figure 1. First, all nodes are considered as a
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single node. Then, two nodes of N are picked to initialize

the algorithm (here, nodes 1 and 2) and the minimum

weight cut that separates 1 and 2 is found to split the

node set N into subsets S1 5 {1} and S2 5 {2, 3, 4, 5},

and has total weight 5. Next, another pair of nodes

(nodes 4 and 5) is picked from S2 and a minimum

weight 4–5 cut is found, which has total weight 6. The

algorithm continues until all subsets contain only one

node. As a result, using (n 2 1) mincut calculations; the

mincut tree is constructed (shown in part B4 in Fig. 1).

We note that a mincut tree always exists for a connected

graph but it does not need to be unique (because of the

choice of nodes s,t in the s-t cut). However, we observed

our procedure to be robust to different mincut trees in

our computations.

Algorithm I: Determining the critical residue
subtree

To understand the interconnections among hotspots,

we identify a critical residue subtree in the mincut tree.

In the initial step of the algorithm, the seed node, S, is

chosen as the node with maximum total weight on edges

incident on it in the tree. Then, we look at the neighbors

of this residue and we take a neighbor if it has at least a

degree of d and at least a weighted degree of Wt. We set

the degree threshold as d 5 3 and the weight threshold

as Wt ¼ ð
Pn�1
1

WeÞ=ðn� 1Þ in our computations, where

We is the weight of the edges in the mincut tree and n is

the number of nodes in the graph. The weighted degree

of a node i is dW(i) 5 Se2E0We, where E0 is the set of

edges incident on i. Then, we check an adjacent node j

in T if it exists. If dW(j) � Wt and degree (j) � d, then
the next node is j and it is added to the node list, L.

Next, we go forward recursively by scanning the neigh-

bors of the neighbors. At the end of the algorithm, if we

cannot find any adjacent node passing the thresholds,

then we output the node list, L, which corresponds to a

subtree of the mincut tree. The simple steps of the algo-

rithm are shown in Algorithm 1.

Figure 1
Illustration of construction steps of mincut tree with an example. Model network is shown in left panel (part A). (1) to (3) in part (B) are the

intermediate steps to construct a mincut tree. The last column illustrates which node pairs are selected at each step. Here, nodes 1 and 2 are picked

first, and a minimum 1–2 cut is found as 5. Then, from the remaining supernode, nodes 4 and 5 are selected and a minimum 4–5 cut is found as

6. (4) in part B is the resulting mincut tree of the network in part A. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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Algorithm 1 Critical subtree extraction algorithm.

Input: G(N,E) / a weighted undirected graph with

weights we

Output: L, a list of nodes corresponding to a subtree in

the mincut tree

T /mincut tree of G,

d / 3, degree threshold

Wi  
�Pn�1
e¼1

We

�
=ðn� 1Þ, weight degree threshold

S / the node with maximum weighted degree

L / (S)

K / (S)

While K = Ø

i / remove first node from K

for all neighbors j of i

if dW (j) � Wt and degree (j) � d and j is not in L

append j to K

append j to L

end if

end for

end while

Return L

Algorithm II: Iterative clustering of the
interface residues

For clustering of the interface residues, we apply the

iterative clustering algorithm in the work of Mitrofanova

et al. to our problem.32 Mitrofanova et al. use this algo-

rithm to cluster unweighted network of PPI in yeast; in

this way, they aim to identify protein complexes. In our

work, our purpose is to generate residue clusters in pro-

tein interfaces, to see how residues are separated from

each other along the iterations and to identify the rela-

tion between hot regions. For this purpose, we construct

the bipartite residue graph of the interfaces. A bipartite

graph is defined as a graph whose nodes can be divided

into two disjoint sets such that every edge is between two

nodes, one from each set. In the bipartite residue graph,

G(N,E) where N 5 U|V, U represents the set of con-

tacting residues from one chain, whereas V represents the

set of contacting residues from the other chain. So, only

interchain contacts are represented in G(N,E). We assign

edge weights, we, as the absolute value of statistical resi-

due contact potentials, as before. To find residue clusters,

we follow an iterative procedure. After the construction

of a mincut tree of the graph, we find the minimum

value of the edge weights in the mincut tree (Wmin) and

remove the edges whose weight is equal to Wmin from

the mincut tree. Removal of an edge in the mincut tree

corresponds to removal of a cut set from the residue

contact network; in other words, separating the original

network into at least two disjoint sets. At the ith itera-

tion, the set of the connected components is represented

as Gi
sub 5 {Gi,1, Gi,2,. . . . Gi,j} and the set of the subtrees

is represented as Ti
sub 5 {Ti,1, Ti,2,. . . . Ti,j} where j is the

number of the subnetworks and subtrees. Next, we find

the minimum edge weight for each tree Wi
min 5 {Wi,1,

Wi,2,. . . . Wi,j} and remove all minimum weight edges

from the mincut trees in Ti
sub. Then, we reconstruct the

contact network for all of the remaining subtrees and

find mincut tree for each network. This iterative proce-

dure continues until all subtrees have at least k connected

residues where k 5 5 in our computations. The simple

steps of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Clustering of the interface residues using

a mincut tree.

Input: a weighted undirected bipartite graph, G(N,E)

with the edge weights we

Output: Node sets at the end of each iteration

Construct a mincut tree T of G

Find the minimum edge weight (Wmin) and remove the

edges whose weight is equal to Wmin from T

While the size of each subgraph in Gi
sub � k where k5 5

Ti
sub 5 {Ti,1, Ti,2,. . . . Ti,j} is the set of subtrees after
removal of the edges

Gi
sub 5 {Gi,1, Gi,2, . . . . Gi,j} is the set of subnetworks

after removal of the cut edges

Construct the mincut tree of the subgraphs in Gi
sub;

Tiþ1
sub 5 {Ti11,1, Ti11,2,. . ..Ti11,j}

Find minimum edge weight of each tree in Tiþ1
sub ;

Wiþ1
min 5 {Wi11,1,Wi11,2, . . ..Wi11,j}

Remove all minimum weight edges from the mincut

trees in Tiþ1
sub

i5 i1 1

end while

return the set of subgraphs, Gi�1
sub

RESULTS

Significant interactions between residues are repre-

sented by highly weighted edges using pairwise contact

potentials. A mincut tree represents the weakest connec-

tions with minimum absolute contact energy in a com-

pact structure. Thus, the complex structure of the contact

network of the residues containing n nodes and m edges

is simplified and summarized by a tree with n 2 1 edges.

Hence, residue contacts and closely related parts of the

network can be interpreted and visualized easily.

As an example, the Erythropoietin (EPO) receptor and

EPO mimetic peptide complex is analyzed. EPO is a hor-

mone participating in the regulation of proliferation and

differentiation of immature erythroid cells. EPO mimetic

peptide (EMP1) functions as a mimetic of EPO. There is

a competition between EMP1 (pdbID:1ebp, chainC) and

EPO to bind the EPOR (pdbID:1ebp, chainA). Despite

the unrelated sequences of EMP1 and EPO, both can

bind to EPOR and stimulate biological activity.33 Their

interface region (1ebpAC) is shown in Figure 2 both in

structural representation (part A) and in graph represen-

tation (part B) (the edge weights are not shown in the

N. Tuncbag et al.
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Figure 2
(A) An example of protein interface (1ebpAC) and (B) its residue interaction network. (C) Constructed mincut tree of the 1ebpAC interface. Nodes

are colored according to the chains. (D) Mapping of the generated subtree on the 3D structure of 1ebpAC interface. [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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figure.) The nodes in part B are colored according to the

chains, and also the edges are colored according to the

type of the contact (interchain or intrachain). Blue col-

ored edges are the interchain contacts and the red edges

are intrachain contacts. The mincut tree constructed for

this residue network is illustrated in Figure 2 (part C).

When we compare the network in part B and the tree in

part C visually, we observe two advantages of the latter;

(i) it is much easier to visually inspect the organization

of the residues in the interface, (ii) it is more informa-

tive. When we check the most connected node in the

mincut tree, we notice that this node corresponds to an

experimental hotspot. Other important residues are con-

secutive in a path in the mincut tree. Experimental data

in BID5 indicate that residues 93A, 150A, 205A, and 13C

are hot residues in the binding of EPO receptor and EPO

mimetic peptide. In mincut tree of 1ebpAC interface, the

most connected node is 150A. When we concentrate on

the details of this analysis further, we observe that other

experimentally determined key residues are sequenced in

a subtree in this mincut tree. The bold lines in Figure 2

show the subtree where experimental hotspots are

located. The hot residues (205A, 150A, 93A, 13C) form a

path in the resulting mincut tree. This is an indication of

the communication between the hotspots and also shows

how information in one chain can be transmitted to

another chain. Among the hotspots, 150A forms interac-

tion with six residues in chain C and four residues in

chain A. So, it is expected that this residue should be

critical in binding. However, each of 205A and 93A inter-

acts with a single residue; 13C interacts with two resi-

dues. The rest of their interactions are formed within the

chain they are involved in. Therefore, it is not clear that

these residues are hotspots just by looking at the interac-

tion network shown in Figure 2(B). Algorithm 1 success-

fully points out these residues by locating them along the

same subtree of the mincut tree.

Analyzing mincut trees for other protein
complexes

We further construct a mincut tree for 38 complexes

for which experimental hotspot information is available.

We noticed a consistent trend that the most connected

node in the mincut tree usually corresponds to an experi-

mental hotspot. With this method, besides the visual

compactness, critical residues can be identified as well. In

Table I, the most connected node in the mincut tree is

given for 38 complexes. In this table, the most connected

residue corresponds to an experimental hotspot in 20 out

of 38 protein complexes. For the remaining complexes,

these residues are either a close neighbor of an experi-

mental hotspot (in two proteins) or they are computa-

tional hotspots predicted by other methods, such as Hot-

point,12 KFC8 (in 13 proteins). The largest weighted

degree node in the residue contact network is the residue

with largest energetic contribution. In 27 out of 38 cases,

the residue with largest energy contribution corresponds

also to the most connected node in the mincut tree. In

the remaining 11 cases, the largest weighted degree node

Table I
The Most Connected Node in the Mincut Tree for Several Complexes

Protein complex
Interface
name

The most connected
node in the
mincut tree

Ribonuclease inhibitor–angiogenin
complex

1a4yAB 318A–TRP

Growth hormone/receptor complex 1a22AB 179A–ILEa

Immunoglobulin heavy chain–tissue
factor complex

1ahwBC 156C–TYR

Barnase–Barstar Complex 1brsAD 39D–ASP
E9 DNase–Im9 Complex 1bxiAB 33A–LEU
Chymotrypsin–BPTI Complex 1cbwCD 15D–LYS
Soluable tissue factor complex 1danTU 19T–PHEa

Immunoglobin heavy chain–peptide
complex

1dn2AE 252A–METa

Fv-Fv idiotope-anti-idiotope complex 1dvfBD 98D–TYR
Cell division protein ZipA/ FtsZ
fragment complex

1f47AB 85B–PHEa

Immunoglobulin FC/Fragment B of
protein A complex

1fc2CD 136C–LEUa

GP120/CD4 complex 1gc1GC 28C–TRP
Interferon gamma receptor/fab
fragment complex

1jrhLI 92L–TRP

TEM1-b-lactamase-inhibitor
complex

1jtgAB 142B–PHE

IGG1-kappa D1.3 FV complex 1vfbAB 36A–TYRa

Beta trypsin/inhibitor complex 2ptcEI 14I–CYSa

HyHEL-10 Fab heavy chain-lysozyme
complex

3hfmHY 33H–TYR

HyHEL-10 Fab light chain-lysozyme
complex

3hfmLY 20Y–TYR

Human Growth Factor–Receptor
Complex

3hhrAB 182A–CYS

Calmodulin–Protein Kinase Complex 1cdlAE 810E–ILE
Numb Protein Complex 1ddmAB 199A–LEU
Ribonuclease inhibitor–ribonuclease
A complex

1dfjEI 259I–TRPa

DES-GLA factor VIIA–peptide
complex

1dvaHX 34H–LEU

Integrin–collagen complex 1dziAC 220A–LEU
EPO Receptor–EPO Mimetic Peptide
Complex

1ebpAC 150A–MET

Bone morphogenetic protein-2/
receptor 1A complex

1es7AD 785D–PHEa

Blood coagulation factor VIIA/
soluable tissue factor complex

1fakLT 70L–CYSa

IGG1-Protein G complex 1fccAC 27C–GLU
Mms2/Ubc13 heterodimer 1jatAB 8B–PHE
HslUV protease/chaperone complex 1g3iAG 443A–ILE
Nidogen-1 with IG3 complex 1gl4AB 429A–HIS
Beta catenin/APC complex 1jppBD 424B–LEU
Phagocyte NADPH Oxidase complex 1k4uSP 505S––ILEa

alphaL I domain in complex with
ICAM-1

1mq8AB 204B–LEU

IkappaBalpha/NF-kappaB complex 1nfiBF 254B–VALa

MazE/MazF Complex. 1ub4AC 458C–LEU
Numb PTB domain-peptide complex 2nmbAB 199A–LEUa

p53 oligomerization domain complex 3sakAC 23A–PHE

Bold residues are experimental hotspots.
aIdentified as hotspot by other prediction methods, such as Hotpoint12 and KFC8.
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in the residue contact network does not correspond to

the most connected residue in the mincut tree. In 6 out

of 11 complexes, the mincut tree approach finds the hot-

spots; but in comparison, the largest weighted degree

node in the residue contact network is a hotspot in only

one complex. The advantage of the proposed approach is

that besides the most connected node, a residue subtree

is generated and several of the residues in this subtree ei-

ther correspond to other hotspots or they are closely

related to the residue with maximal flow, which may act

Figure 3
(A) Mincut tree for the 1brsAD interface. Nodes are colored according to the chains. The red colored bold edges represent the subtree of critical

residues. The critical residues in this subtree are ‘‘29D-39D-87A-31A-35A’’. (B) Spatial illustration of this subtree on the protein complex. [Color

figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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cooperatively and form a continuous path in 3D. In a

classical network representation, this information is hid-

den and the mincut tree approach brings it out. Further-

more, the original network is too crowded to visualize,

whereas the mincut tree representation provides essential

information in a simpler format.

One of the complexes in Table I is the barnase-barstar

complex (pdb ID: 1brs). Barnase (chain A) is a ribonu-

clease enzyme. Barstar (chain D) inhibits barnase by

blocking its active site. In this way, barstar stops barnase

to damage the synthesized RNA.34 A mincut tree is con-

structed for the barnase-barstar complex [see Fig. 3(A)]

and the most connected node, 39D, found to be an ex-

perimental hotspot. Further, the generated subtree using

Algorithm 1 consists of the nodes 29D-39D-31A-35A-

87A. Within this subtree, all three residues in the 29D-

39D-87A path are experimental hotspots; they are located

closely in the 3D structure and form a region [shown in

Fig. 3(B)]. The mincut tree brings these three residues

together. When we go from the complicated overall resi-

due contact network to the mincut tree, we can examine

and interpret the organization of the hotspots. To justify

the connection between these five residues, we take the

single point and double point mutation information

available for the barnase-barstar complex.35 The

observed changes in binding free energy are as follows,

DDG29D 5 3.4 kcal/mol, DDG87A 5 5.5 kcal/mol,

DDG39D 5 7.7 kcal/mol, DDG87A/39D 5 6.1 kcal/mol,

DDG87A/29D 5 8.0 kcal/mol. According to these energy

values, the residues 87A and 39D are cooperative

with each other, which cause an energy difference of

7.1 kcal/mol (difference between 5.5 1 7.7 kcal/mol and 6.1

kcal/mol); on the other hand, simultaneous mutation of

87A and 29D causes a difference of 0.9 kcal/mol. As muta-

tion data related to the residues 31 and 35 in chain A are

not known experimentally, we cannot comment about the

relation between the distant residues 31A and 35A with the

29D, 39D, and 87A. However, from literature, we found that

the residues 31A and 35A have significant effect on folding

of barnase.36,37 The effect of 31A is 1.1 kcal/mol.37 The

Figure 4
Mincut tree for the 1ahwBC interface and illustration of the extracted subtree on the 3D structure. Nodes are colored according to the chains. The

red colored bold edges represent the subtree. This subtree forms a continuous residue path in 3D. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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mutation on 35A decreases more than 70% of the fluores-

cence intensity of barnase.36 So, their mutations may also

have effect on 29D, 39D, and 87A.

Another example is the immunoglobulin complex

with tissue factor (pdbID:1ahw, between chain B and

chain C).38 The most connected node in the mincut tree

is 156C, which is also an experimental hotspot defined in

Alanine Scanning Database (ASEdb).4 The subtree identi-

fied in the mincut tree is composed of the residues; 59B-

50B-156C-157C [see Fig. 4]. The hotspot (156C) is sur-

rounded by other residues in this path as seen in the 3D

picture of the immunoglobulin-tissue factor complex and

they form a region in the binding site. These residues

play possibly an important role in binding (For further

examples, see Table I).

Organization of hot regions

As discussed before, hotspots are clustered into hot

regions,19,39,40 and understanding the organization of

hotspots and hot regions in protein binding sites is a

major task for protein interaction prediction, as well as

Figure 5
Mincut tree of the bipartite graph of the TEM1-BLIP complex at first, 15th and 16th steps of the iteration. Each color represents a cluster and the

coloring scheme is the same as in Schreiber’s work.20
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the design of therapeutic agents. We have two contradict-

ing cases available from the literature. The first one is the

BLIP complex, which is analyzed by Schreiber and co-

workers.20 They stated that distinct residue clusters are

energetically additive, but the residues within the same

cluster are highly cooperative. The other one is the

TSST1-hv-b2.1 complex whose distinct hot regions are

energetically cooperative.21 To analyze hot regions, we

construct bipartite graphs of the residues. We apply the

iterative clustering algorithm (Algorithm 2) to both

examples, and analyze the correlation between the results.

Here, our aim is to cluster the interface residues and to

see which residues are important to bring clusters to-

gether along the iterations.

The clustering of the interface residues of TEM1-BLIP

complex (pdb ID:1jtg, chain A and B, respectively), per-

formed by Schreiber and co-workers, divides the interface

region into five clusters (namely C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5).

Using multiple mutagenesis analysis of two clusters (C1

and C2), they stated that these two clusters are energeti-

cally independent of each other, but the intracluster con-

nections are cooperative. When we construct the bipartite

graph of the residue network, we see four independent

subgraphs. Two of the subgraphs correspond to C3 and

C5; they are not connected to the largest connected com-

ponent (see Fig. S1). For mincut tree analysis, we focus on

the largest connected component. The largest connected

component in the graph contains the residues in C1, C2,

and C4. Using the mincut tree approach, we cluster the

nodes and check the robustness of the clusters to deletion

of edges in the minimum cut in the residue network itera-

tively as described in Algorithm 2. Here, we notice that

130A, 234A, 235A, and 243A are removed at the initial iter-

ation steps (see Fig. 5), which corresponds to C1. All resi-

dues in C1, except 49B, are removed in the iterations,

which imply that the minimum cuts connecting these resi-

dues to the network are weak within this cluster. When we

continue the iterations, we end up with two clusters for

Figure 6
(A) Three dimensional structure of the hvb2.1-TSST1 complex. (B) Mincut tree of the bipartite graph of the hvb2.1-TSST1 complex.
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the largest connected component which correspond to C2

and C4, respectively. Further, we notice that two distinct

clusters are connected to each other using residue 49B. The

contact between 216A-49B-237A is robust to several edge

cuts until the 16th iteration (see Fig. 5) and this part is

almost the strongest part of the mincut tree. We hypothe-

size that the information flow from one cluster to another

passes through 49B. The importance of this residue is not

obvious from the original residue interaction network.

However, mincut tree shows the critical role of 49B by

showing that it connects two individual residue clusters.

This result is in correlation with the experimental muta-

tion data presented by Schreiber and co-workers. The

change in binding free energy upon single point mutation

of 49B is 7.5 kJ/mol. On the other hand, the change is 7.1

kJ/mol upon simultaneous mutation of 49B, 130A, 235A,

243A, and 234A. Both mutations have almost the same

effect on binding. Further, the effect of single point muta-

tions of 130A, 243A, and 234A (1.4, 5.3, and 4.3 kJ/mol,

respectively) are not as large as the effect of 49B. Probably,

the effect of 49B is dominant in simultaneous mutations

and 49B is the most critical residue in C1. This residue also

connects two other clusters and furthermore its connection

with these clusters is robust to the edge removal. Thus, the

mincut tree (shown in Fig. 5) clearly suggests a link

between C2 and C4 through the residue 49B. Here, we

state that the mutation of 49B may lead to structural rear-

rangements in C2 and C4. When 49B is mutated to ala-

nine, the connection between C2 and C4 might be broken,

according to the mincut tree. Thus, we suggest for an ex-

perimental analysis of the clusters C2 and C4 using multi-

ple mutations. Analysis of the cooperativity between these

two distinct clusters may be investigated further.

To check the cooperativity between distinct hot

regions, Moza et al.21 analyzed the interaction between

hvb2.1 and TSST1. In the hvb2.1-TSST1 complex (pdb

ID: 2ij0), there are two distinct hot regions on the

hvb2.1 (chain E) surface, which are 52E and 53E in

CDR2 loop and 61E and 62E in FR3. They stated that

although these two regions are distant to each other by

more than 20Å, they are highly cooperative. When we

apply Algorithm 2 to the hvb2.1-TSST1 complex, we

observe that these two hot regions are linked by the res-

idue 17A on the surface of TSST1 (chain A) and this

linkage is easily distinguished using the mincut tree (see

Fig. 6). Although these two hot regions are spatially far

away from each other, they are located in the loop

regions, at the flexible parts of the hvb2.1 and they are

connected via residue 17A on the partner protein

TSST1. So, their cooperativity is expected when we ana-

lyze the mincut tree. Another observation is that when

we apply iterative clustering algorithm, we obtain only

one cluster and along the iterations residues are sepa-

rated one-by-one from the main mincut tree. This

result shows a strong connection between two hot

regions in the TSST1-hvb2.1 complex.

CONCLUSIONS

Proteins interact through their binding sites. Several

graph based algorithms are used to characterize and ana-

lyze PPI. In this work, we use mincut trees to visualize

and analyze residue contact networks compactly. Edges in

the contact network are weighted according to an energy

function, namely knowledge-based potentials. Mincut

tree representation highlights some central residues at

first glance, which cannot be distinguished in classical

network representation visually. This information pro-

vides us the most important node and the critical paths

within the interface region. As the most connected resi-

due in the tree usually corresponds to an experimental

hotspot, and hotspots are sequenced along paths on the

tree, we give an algorithm to find a subtree containing

hotspot paths.

We also analyzed the dependency of the distinct resi-

due clusters using some known protein complexes, such

as TEM1-BLIP and hvb2.1-TSST1. We found some criti-

cal traces to explain the cooperativity between distinct

residue clusters using a clustering algorithm that runs on

a mincut tree. As a future direction, one may also ana-

lyze how hotspots are communicating with each other

and how information in one chain is transmitted to

another chain using the proposed algorithms.

Briefly, our new approach is useful for basic biological

cases at the molecular level. A mincut tree simplifies the

complex residue network between two interacting pro-

teins visually. Using this tree, residue clusters and the

critical residues in binding of two proteins can be identi-

fied computationally by efficient algorithms.
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